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Advanced all-optical logic gates on a spectral bus

Per Olof Hedekvist, Ashish Bhardwaj, Kerry Vahala, and Henrik Andersson

We present experimental results on a new method for ultrafast all-optical logic, which utilizes four-wave
mixing on polarization-modulated signals. The technique allows advanced operations such as
exclusive-OR and three-bit addition with carry bit. Furthermore, we show that on-the-fly error-
correction encoding and decoding of a simple Hamming code is achieved when these gates are used on the
bits of a spectrally structured word. These gates may be suitable for logic operations in an optoelectronic
front end, which moves some of the necessary computation of data to the optical domain, before detection.
© 2001 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Because the bandwidth of optical fiber is much larger
than the data rate of existing optoelectronic trans-
mitters and receivers, signal multiplexing is used to
utilize the fiber more efficiently. One of the most
common techniques is wavelength division multi-
plexing ~WDM!, in which each transmitter uses an
ndividual wavelength. In most present systems,
he different multiplexed channels are uncorrelated,
nd data are transmitted serially. As an alternative
o this, researchers at IBM suggested dispersing a
inary word over the optical spectrum for transmis-
ion through a fiber ~referred to here as a spectral
us! more than a decade ago.1 This spectral bus

would correspond to a parallel data bus, which, how-
ever, is confined spatially within one fiber, with the
different bits of each word on different WDM chan-
nels. Such a system would not only save space but
also shorten the transmission time for a given data
sequence. It was noted, however, that the perfor-
mance of such systems was severely limited by fiber-
induced group-velocity dispersion, which caused the
different bits to travel at different velocities ~also
alled bit skew!. Since then, however, the idea of
anaging dispersion with one of several methods in-
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luding dispersion-compensating fiber, chirped fiber
gratings,3 or phase conjugation4 has become a prac-
tical reality. Consequently, the concept and potential
attributes of a spectral bus should once again be re-
visited. Some recent results on the spectral bus in
computer networks,5,6 and theoretical evaluations in
local area networks,7 show the awakened interest in
this transmission method.

Even though a simple spectral bus requires only a
transmitter, a receiver, and some group-velocity-
dispersion compensation, it will not be fully utilized
until some of the logic is performed in the optical
domain. Possible applications include routing, en-
cryption, and error detection–correction encoding,
and decoding. In a previous work we proposed one
possible realization of an all-optical spectral logic
gate.8 This realization is ultrafast and has an inter-
nal architecture that permits programming of any
two-input Boolean function.

Here we show experimental results on an all-
optical front end, performing error correction on data
that have been transmitted on a spectral bus. The
unit is made from discrete components, as was the
case in Ref. 8, but the unit can be partially integrated
in a waveguide chip. Furthermore, the unit performs
a three-input Boolean logic in one level, defined as the
maximum number of sequential gates between the
input and the output.

2. Theory

The all-optical logic operation of the device shown in
this experiment is achieved by utilizing the nonde-
generate four-wave mixing ~FWM! process in a semi-
conductor optical amplifier ~SOA!. This process is
an interaction between three input waves, and there
will be an output wave only when there is energy in
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Table 1. Polarization Mixing Table for First-Order Four-Wave Mixing
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all of them. Unfortunately, if the transmission fiber
has low dispersion at the signal wavelengths, this
process will undesirably take place in this region as
well. Therefore a system utilizing a spectral bus
must be based on another technique for minimizing
group-velocity dispersion, such as one of the previ-
ously mentioned methods.

Even though several results have been presented
on all-optical AND operation by use of FWM be-
ween intensity-modulated signals,9,10 an arbi-

trary all-optical logic gate requires a modulation
method that permits interaction between both 1’s
and 0’s. A wide-deviation frequency-shift keying
method has previously been suggested to fulfill this
requirement for a FWM-based device.11 As an alter-
native, we propose a data modulation that is based on
binary polarization shift keying12 ~PolSK!, where the
states of polarization ~SOP! of the signal are orthog-
onal for 0 and 1. In a system that uses polarization-
maintaining fiber, the SOP’s are adjusted to coincide
with the fast and the slow transmission axes in order
for the original linear SOP’s to be maintained during
transmission. The bit skew induced by the different
velocities for the 0’s and the 1’s can be compensated
by 90° cross splicing, forcing the fast and the slow
axes to switch. Finally, at the receiver, the signal is
transmitted through a polarizer, which changes the
coding format to intensity modulated before detec-
tion. The polarization characteristics of interest in
the FWM process between binary PolSK-modulated
lightwaves are described graphically in Fig. 1. The
new wave, C, is created at the optical frequency vc 5

P1 1 vP2 2 vS, where vP1, vP2, and vS are the optical
requencies of the three input waves P1, P2, and S,
espectively. When all input lightwaves are parallel
Fig. 1~a!# the mixing efficiency is the highest, and C
as the same polarization as the inputs. Further-
ore, when the signal is orthogonal to the two pump

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the spectral characteristics of FWM.
The three inputs, S, P1, and P2 corresponds to the signal, pump 1,
and pump 2, respectively. The output C corresponds to the con-
jugate. ~a! When all inputs are parallel, the efficiency is highest,
and output is parallel to input. ~b! When S is orthogonal to P1 and
P2, there is no mixing. ~c! When P1 is orthogonal to P2, then C
will be orthogonal to S.
762 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 40, No. 11 y 10 April 2001
waves @Fig. 1~b!#, there is no mixing. Finally, when
he two pump waves are orthogonal and the signal is
arallel to one of them @Fig. 1~c!#, there will be mixing
t half the efficiency of the case shown in Fig. 1~a!,
nd the conjugate will be parallel to the other pump
ave.
Mathematically, the output wave of the FWM pro-

ess in a general nonlinear media can be described
y13

Ecêc 5 hEp1Ep2E*s@mp1s~êp1 z ê*s!êp2 1 mp2s~êp2 z ê*s!êp1

1 mp1p2~êp1 z êp2!ê*s#, (1)

here Ei are the field amplitudes and êi are the SOP
vectors ~i 5 s,p1,p2,c corresponds to the signal, the
two pumps, and the conjugate, respectively!. Fur-
hermore, h is an efficiency coefficient, and mij~i, j 5

s,p1,p2! are mixing coefficients.
The last term in Eq. ~1! corresponds to the mixing

caused by a local interaction between the pump
waves. In a rectangular waveguide this term can be
neglected if the SOP vectors of the pumps coincide
with either the TE or the TM mode. However, if the
SOP’s of the pump waves are not fully TE or TM, the
last term is finite in a SOA. In this case the nonlin-
ear effects depend on the input SOP even in a device
in which the amplification is polarization indepen-
dent. Therefore a reference axis is chosen parallel
with the TM mode of the SOA. From Eq. ~1! it is
apparent that the output SOP is determined by a
combination of the SOP’s of the signal and both pump
waves. Also, when the SOP’s of the three lightwaves
are orthogonal or parallel to the reference axis, the
scalar products will be either 0 or 1. Finally, Ec 5 0
only when êp1 and êp2 are parallel with each other and
orthogonal to ês, as was described earlier in Fig. 1~b!.

The described polarization properties are used to
reate a mixing table for nondegenerate FWM. In
articular, in Table 1, the SOP of the conjugate, C, is
hown for all possible cases of input SOP’s that would
ccur when binary PolSK modulation is used. The
otation used for the signal and pumps is the same as

n Fig. 1: The arrows show vertical or horizontal
olarization, and the small black dots correspond to
he cases when no mixing occurs.

To fully utilize the polarization properties of FWM
or spectral logic, the process must be nondegenerate,
.e., all light waves are at different wavelengths.
owever, FWM will also occur if the two pump waves

S P1 P2 C

3 3 3 3
3 3 1 1
3 1 3 1
3 1 1 y

1 3 3 y

1 3 1 3
1 1 3 3
1 1 1 1
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coincide ~vP1 5 vP2! in a partially degenerate FWM
rocess. Such a process was used, e.g., in Ref. 8 to
erform exclusive-OR ~XOR! between two signals.
ence when three light waves are launched through

he nonlinear media, six partially degenerate FWM
rocesses will occur simultaneously with three non-
egenerate processes. This is why some effort has to
e put into filtering out the correct conjugated signal
ith high suppression of the adjacent spurious mix-

ng products.

A. Three-Bit Logic Gates

We have utilized the polarization properties of nonde-
generate FWM to perform advanced all-optical logic
functions, with as many as three inputs. These logic
units are based on the mixing properties shown in
Table 1, and some general comments are in order. A
fully functional logic gate must have a specified output
for each combination of inputs, and because there are
cases in Table 1 in which no mixing occurs, more than
one SOA may be necessary. In the gate they are sit-
uated parallel to each other, and to avoid interference
effects, mixing must occur in only one SOA for each
case of the truth table. To achieve this, it may be
necessary to insert polarizers to reduce the cases of
mixing in Table 1 to a single case: all parallel with
the polarizer. Furthermore, to fill the blanks, the sig-
nals must undergo some pre-SOA processing. This
processing could be, e.g., a half-wavelength shift,
which corresponds to inversion of PolSK-modulated
signals. It can also be a wavelength-selective half-
wavelength shift, which changes the SOP of only one of
the lightwaves, while leaving the SOP’s of the remain-
ing two waves unaffected. Furthermore, the pre-SOA
processing could be made with or without a polarizer,
limiting the number of cases covered to one or six,
respectively.

Figure 2 shows the design of a gate by use of three
parallel SOA’s. The arrows in the tables show the
possible combinations of SOP’s at each stage. For
the binary PolSK-modulated data, the convention
used here is that a horizontal arrow corresponds to 0
and a vertical arrow corresponds to 1. In the SOA’s
the first data bit, D1, corresponds to the signal wave,
S, and the two other data bits, D2 and D3, correspond
to the two pump waves, P1 and P2, respectively.
The pre-SOA processing in the upper arm ~SOA1! is

erformed by a birefringent element ~BE! that in-
erts the SOP of P1 and P2 but not the SOP of S. In
he middle and lower arms the pre-SOA processing
onsists of polarizers ~arrows!, mounted vertically
before SOA2! and horizontally ~before SOA3!. Each
f the four-column tables shows the SOP’s of the sig-
al, pumps and conjugate ~C! of the FWM process in
ach SOA, after the pre-SOA processing. The black
ots correspond to no power in C, and because each
ow consists only of power from one SOA, the output
OUT! can be achieved through combining the conju-
ates of the three arms. Together with the three
nput columns @D1, D2, D3# to the left in Fig. 2, the
UT column to the right fulfills the truth table, and

t can be noted that this is the output bit of a three-bit
odulo-2 addition. In this design for logic opertions,
he different input cases in the truth table are treated
n three different SOA’s, with each case tested by only
ne SOA.
The necessity of parallel devices requires synchro-

ization at the time scale of the data rate, but this is
ot a serious limitation. If the device were inte-
rated on a waveguide chip, sub-ps accuracy could
asily be achieved.

B. Error-Correction Front End

To permit detection and correction of errors in trans-
mission on an optical fiber, there must be an addition
of parity bits. Currently, this encoding and decod-
ing is performed in the electrical domain, before
transmission and after detection, respectively.
However, in a simple fiber-optic data bus that uses
PolSK-modulated byte-wide transmission, the error-
correction ~EC! coding can be implemented with all-
optical spectral logic. In such a system the EC can
be obtained in the optical receiving front end, as the
final step before detection.

The EC code we have used is the simplest for
single-error correction, the Hamming ~3,1!, which
uses one data bit and two parity bits. The transmit-
ted word is then either @D1,D2,D3# 5 @0,0,0# or
@1,1,1#. In this case each bit, Di, corresponds to a
different wavelength, li ~i 5 1,2,3!. If an error oc-
curs on either bit, an undesired word is received.
With the EC receiver, the erratic bit is detected, and
the output data corrected. Because the EC device is

Fig. 2. Design of an all-optical three-bit adder by use of FWM
between PolSK-modulated signals in three parallel SOA’s.
10 April 2001 y Vol. 40, No. 11 y APPLIED OPTICS 1763
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Table 2. Truth Table for Decoding the Hamming ~3,1! Code

1

a part of the receiver, only the data bit must be re-
covered, while the parity bits have been used and can
be left aside. Even though this is a rudimentary
code, with a high redundancy, it nonetheless demon-
strates the feasability of all-optical front-end error
correction.

The truth table for the EC device is shown in Table
2. If there are two or three 1’s at the input, the
output should also be 1; otherwise, it should be 0.
This operation is also recognized as the carry bit of a
three-bit addition. It gives a logical expression that
can be written as

OUT 5 ~D1∧D2!∨~D1∧D3!∨(D2∧D3!, (2)

here ∧ is the logical AND and ∨ is the logical OR.
This expression can be realized in a circuit made from
fundamental two-input logic gates, and one possible
design is shown in Fig. 3. However, it should be
noted that this requires three levels of gates. In
contrast, in the all-optical domain the full truth table
can be achieved in one level. With binary PolSK
modulation, horizontal polarization corresponds to 0
and vertical polarization to 1. Use of the outcome of
nondegenerate FWM in one SOA ~Table 1!, and by
letting D1 correspond to the inverse of S, and D2 and
D3 correspond to P1 and P2, respectively, the six
middle cases are achieved. This pre-SOA processing
is similar to the example in Fig. 2, but with the op-
posite selection of which wavelengths to invert.
Now there will be no mixing only when all three
inputs are alike, which again are the cases that must
be treated in separate SOA’s, connected in parallel
with the first. A vertically aligned polarizer in front

Fig. 3. Logic circuit for three-bit error correction, using the fun-
damental AND and OR gates.

D1 D2 D3 OUT

0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1
764 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 40, No. 11 y 10 April 2001
of one SOA will limit the mixing to the case of @1,1,1#,
nd a horizontally aligned polarizer before another
OA will mix the case of @0,0,0#. Finally, the bire-

ringence axes of the outcoupling fibers must be prop-
rly aligned, to preserve the PolSK coding.

3. Experiment

For increased stability and owing to the inherent po-
larization dependence in the SOA’s, the experiment is
performed solely in polarization-maintaining fiber,
and the setup is shown in Fig. 4. The transmitter
~Tx! consists of three tunable external cavity lasers
~ECL!, used as signal sources. The signal wavelength
~S! was 1549.9 nm, and the pump wavelengths were
1547.8 nm ~P1! and 1546.8 nm ~P2!. All three signals
are PolSK-modulated at 2.5 Gbitys with a bit sequence
generated in the pseudo-random pattern generator
~PPG!. The modulator allows any one wavelength to
be altered independently of the other two, and in the
WDM coding, D1, D2 and D3 were assigned to S, P1
and P2, respectively. At the receiver ~Rx!, the light is
divided into two equal parts, each amplified in an
erbium-doped fiber amplifier ~EDFA! and launched
into a SOA. The arrows indicate the positions of po-
larizers that convert PolSK modulation into intensity
modulation. In the upper arm, there will only be mix-
ing when the input word is @1,1,1#. All other cases
will mix in the lower arm, at which the pre-SOA pro-
cessing consists of a BE, which changes the SOP of S
by 90 deg while leaving the SOP’s of P1 and P2 es-
sentially unaffected. The BE consist of a 75-cm-long
polarization-maintaining fiber, with its birefringent
axis spliced at a 45° angle to the axis of the input and
output fibers. Thus the wavelength difference for
which the fiber works as a half-wave plate and a full-
wave plate is approximately 2.5 nm for the fiber used
in the experiment. Furthermore, the temperature of
the fiber is adjustable to permit the tunability and
increased stability of the wavelength selection.

Finally, the two arms are combined, and the con-
jugate is filtered out. Any interference between the
outputs of the two arms is minimized because there is
never mixing in both SOA’s simultaneously. Fur-
thermore, since the modulation of the signal is
changed to intensity modulated after the gate, the
SOA that should mix the case of @0,0,0#, emitting 0,
can and has been omitted. The FWM process is ob-

Fig. 4. Experimental setup for testing the Hamming ~3,1! EC
device.
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served in the frequency domain using an optical spec-
trum analyzer ~OSA!, and data is filtered out in an
optical bandpass filter ~BPF! and detected with an
optically preamplified optoelectronic converter ~OyE!.
The sequences in the time domain are observed with
the microwave transition analyzer ~MTA!.

In full operation the optical power levels of the
ignal and pumps, launched into the SOA’s, are high
10–100 mW!, and the SOA’s are heavily saturated.
owever, when the error-free @0,0,0# case is received,
o optical power will be launched through the upper
OA, so that it quickly becomes unsaturated. In
his case there would be substantial cross-gain mod-
lation and noise addition unless an additional wave

s included, which constantly limits the gain of the
OA. This idler wave is emitted from a fiber-ring

aser ~FRL! at lower power and at a higher wave-
ength ~1560 nm! and combined with the data signals
t orthogonal polarization. Thus this wave will not
nterfere with the FWM process by inducing any spu-
ious waves in the vicinity of the output wave.

The functionality of the gate is shown in Fig. 5,
here the three input bits, D1–D3 and the output bit,

OUT, are arranged vertically. If there are no errors
t the transmitter, the output bit is the same as the
nputs, as seen in Fig. 5~a!. Furthermore, if either

D1 or D2 is erroneous, the correct data are still re-
covered, as shown in Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!, respectively.
The case of errors in D3 is not shown because it
corresponds to the identical mixing process as errors
in D2. The noise in the output in Fig. 5~c! indicates
that this is the combination with the lowest FWM
efficiency. Nevertheless, the measurements show
that the logic function of the gate performs as ex-
pected.

Figure 6 shows the spectra when @1,1,1# is launched
into the gate. The solid curve shows the spectrum at
the output of the upper SOA, where the mixing oc-
curs, and the dotted curve shows the spectrum at the
output of the lower SOA, where the FWM is mini-
mized. The spectra are expanded in the vicinity of
the output signal, and it shows that the suppression
between the outputs is close to 20 dB. Furthermore,

Fig. 5. Input and output sequences of the EC device when there
are ~a! no errors, ~b! errors in D1, and ~c! errors in D2.
all the adjacent peaks arise from other FWM pro-
cesses within the SOA, and they must be suppressed
before detection.

4. Conclusion

We propose a new technique for advanced all-optical
logic on a spectral bus, transmitting data on byte-
wide WDM channels. The technique utilizes FWM
of PolSK-modulated signals and permits three-input
logic functions in one level of SOA gates. These
gates show that advanced all-optical logic functions
can be achieved without use of the basic building
blocks of electronics, such as NAND and NOR.

Furthermore, we have shown experimentally the
function of an all-optical error-correcting device, de-
coding the Hamming ~3,1! code. The device is char-
acterized dynamically at 2.5 Gbitys, with all input
signals modulated and both with and without errors
added. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first
three-input all-optical logic gate, performed in one
level, that has been experimentally verified.

We have also described how an all-optical three-bit
adder with carry bit, operating on PolSK-modulated
signals, can be built from six parallel SOA’s. This
shows the flexibility of the use of polarization prop-
erties of FWM, as well as the complexity of gates that
can be realized.

It is important to emphasize that the bit rates used
in this experiment are limited only by the electronic
circuitry of the test instruments—not by the spectral
logic. Optical signal processing by FWM in a SOA
has been demonstrated at bit rates to as much as
40 Gbitys, and none of the other ~passive! components
in this experiment pose an intrinsic limit to the bit

Fig. 6. Spectra at the output of upper SOA ~solid curve! and lower
OA ~dotted curve! when @1,1,1# is launched into the EC gate.
he area close to the output signal ~OUT! is expanded for clarity.
10 April 2001 y Vol. 40, No. 11 y APPLIED OPTICS 1765
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rate of the individual signals. In addition, the
wavelength-multiplexed nature of the gates makes
the extension to larger aggregate bit rates straight-
forward. Furthermore, because the nonlinear ele-
ments of the device are commercially available
SOA’s, the input power levels must be of the order of
100 mW. To keep the power level low during trans-
mission, amplifiers are needed or a material with
higher nonlinearity must be used. The proposal for
a spectral bus originates from 19851 as a method of
saving space and material, in comparison with elec-
trical ribbon cables. Another benefit is the capabil-
ities of all-optical ultrafast logic operations between
the data bits, similar to the gates described in this
paper. We believe that the spectral bus is advanta-
geous, not only over a parallel electrical data bus but
also over a parallel optical data bus that utilizes a
fiber bundle with one single-bit transmission in each.
In the latter, the electronics is merely replaced by
optics, but there is less possibility to utilize fully the
potential offered by all-optical processing.
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entific Research AFOSR grants F49620-97-1-0512
and F49620-98-1-0409. P. O. Hedekvist is sup-
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